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In the last years many companies adopted VMware as a way to consolidate more Windows images 
on a single server. 
 
As in any other environment, in order to perform tuning and capacity planning activities a 
systematic data collection methodology of relevant VMware metrics has to be established.  
 
The aim of this presentation is to introduce tools, techniques and methodologies you could use in 
order to gather the needed  information. 
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1 VMware Overview 
 
Nowadays most of IT companies have to face a serious management problem caused by the 
proliferation of new architectures and systems happened in the last 10 years. 
Especially the number of servers has greatly increased and the related management and 
maintenance costs have become a relevant element of the IT budget.  
The servers growth was often driven by business needs and not always properly planned and 
managed. That leaded to a very low utilization of the available hardware resources. 
 
The solution to these problems is what is currently one of the IT “magic” words: virtualization. 
 
Since 1998, VMware is the leader company (more than 4 million users and 20.000 different 
companies) in providing solutions to virtualize Intel based systems.  
 
The last generation of the VMware family virtualization software is the “Virtualization  

Infrastructure 3”, a product suite designed to virtualize servers, network devices and storage 
which allows operative systems and applications to run on separate virtual systems sharing the 
server hardware resources, without any anticipated change. 
 
The core of the VMware solution is the “hypervisor”, a software layer acting as an interface 
between the hardware resources and the virtual systems sharing them. 
 
The VMware Infrastructure 3 products suite includes: 
 

• ESX Server, it is a physical machine running a Linux kernel and hosting the hypervisor. 
The ESX server include the VMFS (Virtual File System) component, a high performance 
proprietary file system used to virtualize and share storage. Using the VMFS multiple ESX 
server instances to access the same storage area allowing virtual systems to dynamically 
migrate from one ESX server to another one. The ESX server includes also the VSMP 
(Virtual Symmetric Multi-Processing) component which allows a virtual system to use more 
than 1 processor. 

• VirtualCenter Management Server, it is a central console to be used to manage, 
administrate and optimize the datacenter. Through VirtualCenter it’s possible to define new 
virtual systems, monitor their performance, migrate a virtual system from one ESX server to 
another one, etc. VirtualCenter includes also the VirtualCenter Database, used to collect 
information about physical servers (ESX servers), resource pools and virtual servers. 
VirtualCenter supports the Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server databases in production and  
MSDE in test environments.   

• Virtual Infrastructure Client (VI Client), it is a client interface to allow administrators 
and users to remotely connect to VirtualCenter or to a single ESX Server. A web based 
interface (Web Access) is also available but only a limited set of functionalities are available 
at the moment. 

• DRS, it is a scheduler to dynamically allocate and balance physically resources to virtual 
systems. It uses the VMotion  component which allows a “hot” migration of virtual systems 
from one ESX Server to another one.  
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• HA, it is a high availability component which protects applications running on virtual 
systems;  in case of hardware or software malfunctions virtual systems can be migrated from 
one ESX server to another one. 

• Consolidated Backup, it is a component which allows for virtual systems centralized back-
up. 

 
Figure 1 shows a simplified scheme of VMware Infrastructure 3.  
 

 
Figure 1 

 

2 Timekeeping and Overhead issues 
 
The major issue when monitoring virtual systems is related to keeping track of time. 
Intel based operating systems keep track of time by counting timer interrupts or ticks. When the 
operating system starts up, it reads the current time from the computer's battery-backed (CMOS) 
real time clock. 
To update the time from that point on, the operating system sets up one of the computer's hardware 
timekeeping devices to interrupt periodically at a known rate (normally 100 or 1000 times per 
second). By keeping a count of the number of ticks the operating system can determine how much 
time has passed. 
 
This technique introduces some problems when used on virtual systems because they share the 
hardware with the host operating system,  other applications and other virtual machines. 
So, when a virtual machine should generate a virtual timer interrupt, it may not actually be running 
because the hypervisor could have decided to have other virtual systems running. Even if a virtual 
machine is running at the moment when one of its virtual timer interrupts is due, the virtual machine 
may not check for the interrupt at that moment. 
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Another problem known as “scalability issue” happens when more and more virtual machines are 
run on the same physical machine. If a virtual machine is requesting “only” 100 interrupts per 
second and  N virtual machines are running, the processing interrupts load will request for 100*N 
context switches per second (even if all the virtual machines are idle).1 
Last but not least you have to consider that also monitoring tools running inside a virtual system 
collect data only when the system is active.   
 
The conclusion is that measuring virtual systems from “inside” can take to a very misleading 
perception of real resources utilization. 
 
A simple example may help to get a better understanding of that: let’s suppose only a process is 
running using 1 CPU second every 2 seconds, on a virtual system. In a real system a 50% CPU 
utilization will be measured. The virtual system, on the contrary, will not get the CPU when the 
process is idle (except to manage the timer interrupts) so a monitoring tool running on the virtual 
system will “see” a 100% CPU utilization.2 
 
The bottom line is that the only option to get good quality measurements of resource utilization is 
measuring from “outside” the virtual systems using tools available on the physical system hosting 
the virtual machines. 
 

3 Monitoring Tools 
 
VMware provides a set of tools to monitor virtual systems performance. These tools give also 
information about both physical systems (ESX servers) and logical groups of virtual systems 
(Resource Pools). 
All the available tools provide essentially the same statistics; the main differences are related to  
sampling frequency and to data update, normalization and visualization. 
 
A short description of these tools is provided in the following: 
 

• esxtop utility, it is a “line command” tool; it has to be run inside each ESX server to 
perform an online monitoring of resource usage. Esxtop takes input from a configuration file 
(./exstop3rc), consisting in 5 configuration lines. The first 4 lines can be used to specify the 
reports to produce (you have to code a set of upper and lower case letters) while the 5th line 
defines the collection interval3. This utility can be run in three different modes: interactive, 
batch and replay. The interactive mode allow for a real-time monitoring of the major 
resources (CPU, Memory, I/O and Network activity). A specific panel for each resource is 
provided. Figure 2 shows an example of the CPU panel.  

 

                                                
1 Depending on running applications and OS level, virtual systems running Microsoft Windows and Linux may request 
1.000 interrupts per second and more. 
2 Real world environments are normally much more complex with many processes running in more virtual systems. 
3 See “VMware Resource Management Guide – Appendix B” for details. 
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Figure 2 

 
 Running esxtop in batch mode allows to collect and store long term statistics on a txt file. 

Before running esxtop in batch mode you have to use the interactive mode to set the 
statistics to produce in the configuration file. To run esxtop in batch mode you have simply 
to enter the esxtop command followed by the –b option.  

   
 The following line command will execute esxtop in batch mode:   
   esxtop –b –d –n > my_file.csv  

  
 the d and n allow to specify the collection interval in seconds (to override the default value 

used in interactive mode) and the number of iterations. 
 The output file is very complex. The first line includes the collection date and interval and 

all the field headers while all the other lines include the statistics collected in each interval. 
 
 The replay mode allows to save the collected statistics in a compressed file (.tgz) in order to 

visualize them when needed using the interactive mode functionalities. 
 
 Esxtop is a very practical and useful tool to use for real time monitoring but when run in 

batch mode the produced output is too complex to analyze so it can not be considered a 
good input to the long term data collection needed to support tuning and capacity planning 
activities.  

 

• vmkusage, it is a “web-based” tool allowing to visualize and analyze ESX servers and 
virtual systems historical data. Vmkusage produces a web site showing major resources 
utilization and throughput. The collection interval is 1 minute while reports and graphs are 
updated every 5 minutes. By default resources utilization aggregated at day and week is 
presented. This tool is available up to ESX Server version 2.5 only. 

 
Unfortunately vmkusage seems to be an obsolete tool. So it can not be considered as a 
viable option both for real time monitoring and to provide input to the long term data 
collection needed to support tuning and capacity planning activities. 

 

• VirtualCenter, it is a monitoring tool included in the VMware Infrastructure 3 products 
suite. It uses a relational database (Oracle or Microsoft SQL server in production,  Microsoft 
MSDE in test environments) to collect and store performance statistics. Real time 
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monitoring is allowed thru the Virtual Infrastructure Client (see an example in Figure 3) 
while it’s very simple extract historical data from the database using standard SQL queries.  
 

 
Figure 3 

 
 
The VirtualCenter seems to be the most interesting tool to monitor VMware environments 
performance and to provide the input needed to perform tuning and capacity planning 
activities. It will be discussed in more details in chapter 4. 

 

4 How to collect VMware metrics 
 
As discussed in chapter 3, the best tool to get performance statistics in a VMware Infrastructure 3 
environment is the VirtualCenter. To install the VirtualCenter the following preliminary activities 
are needed: 
 

� Installing and configuring the measurement Database 
� Installing and configuring the VirtualCenter Server 
� Installing the Virtual Infrastructure Client (VIC) 

 
VirtualCenter requires the installation of a database to store and organize the information coming 
from one or more ESX Server. The database will include performance statistics, ESX Server 
configuration information. 
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After installing the VirtualCenter Server, an ODBC connection has to be defined to allow it to  
access the Database ed il VirtualCenter Server4. 
 
Real time statistics, accessible through the VIC (see chapter 1), are collected at 20 seconds 
intervals. 
Historical data are aggregated using larger intervals and a set of statistical functions such as 
average, sum, last, minimum and maximum value. 
 
Data are automatically aggregated at:  

� Past Day,  5 min x samples, 288 samples 
� Past Week, 15 min x samples, 672 samples 
� Past Month, 60 min x samples, 720 samples 
� Past Year, 1440 min x samples, 365 samples 

 
It’s possible to define user collection intervals using the following rules. 
 
A new collection interval requires that the: 

� New sampling period must be the multiple of a previous one 
� New sampling length must be longer than the previous one 
� New sampling name must be unique 

 
 You can choose which statistics detail you want to get by setting the collection level. It has to be 
done using the VIC. 
 
Four different collection levels are available. The level 1 produces the minimum amount of data; 
higher collection levels produce a growing amount of data. Here are the main characteristics of the 
four levels: 

� Level 1, it includes only base statistics: Average CPU, Memory, Network and Storage 
utilization. It doesn’t include detailed devices statistics. 

� Level 2, it includes all the metrics related to CPU, Memory, Network and Storage utilization 
(providing average, sum and last value). It doesn’t include minimum and maximum values 
and detailed devices statistics. 

� Level 3, it includes all the metrics also detailed devices statistics. It doesn’t include 
minimum and maximum values. 

� Level 4, maximum detail level. It includes all the VirtualCenter metrics and statistics. 
 
Level 1 has a negligible impact on VirtualCenter and ESX server performance, other levels may 
produce some overhead on the ESX servers. A high level of statistics together with a large number 
of ESX server (more than 10) to manage can severely degrade VirtualCenter performance. 
Level 4 produces also a large amount of  data in the Database; it has to be used for specific purposes 
and only for limited periods of time. 
 
To get info out of the Database you have to code standard SQL queries. 
The most useful tables to get performance data are: 
 

� VPX_SAMPLE, it contains samples and collection intervals; 

                                                
4 See “Installation and Upgrade Guide – ESX 3.0.1 and VirtualCenter 2.0.1”. 
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� VPX_STAT_DEF, it contains statistics definitions, metrics (i.e. cpu usage, mem usage, 
disk busy, etc..) and units of measure;  

� VPX_ENTITY, it contains the monitored entities definitions (i.e. ESX Server Name, 
Virtual Machine Name, Resource Pool, etc.) 

� VPX_HIST_STAT, it contains most of measured values; 
� VPX_VM, it contains virtual systems configuration data;. 
� VPX_HOST, it contains ESX servers configuration data; 
� VPX_GUEST_DISK, it contains filesystems usage data from virtual systems. 

 
In Appendix A you’ll find a sample query to get all the collected statistics at the maximum detail 
level (except configuration data) and put them in a user table. 
 
It’s important to note that some of the provided configuration data are stored in XML format so 
specific code is required to get and analyze these data. 

5 Metrics and Reports 
 
The following two tables show the configuration of each physical server showing resource 
assignment and virtual systems characteristics. 
 

  VIRTUAL MACHINES CONFIGURATION - 24-04-2007 

# SYSTEM 
RESOURCE 

POOL 
DNS 

NAME GUEST VM vCPUs 
MEM 
(MB) vDISKs 

SPACE 
(GB) 

FREE 
(GB) 

1 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM1 Windows 2003 1 256 1 8 3 

2 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM2 Windows 2000 Prof 1 176 1 8 3,5 

3 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM3 Windows 2000 1 256 2 10 7 

4 esxserver1 UNIX VM4 Fedora 1 256 1 0,1 0,1 

5 esxserver1 UNIX VM5 Suse 1 612 1 5 3,1 

Table 1 

 
 
 
 

  VIRTUAL MACHINES RESOURCES CONFIGURATION - 24-04-2007 

CPU CPU CPU CPU MEM MEM MEM 

# SYSTEM 
RESOURCE 

POOL 
DNS 

NAME 
SHARE 
LEVEL 

LIMIT 
(MHz) RESERVED AFFINITY 

SHARE 
LEVEL 

LIMIT 
(MB) RESERVED 

1 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM1 normal 2.065 0 - normal -1 256 

2 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM2 normal -1 0 - normal 176 0 

5 esxserver1 WINDOWS VM3 normal 1.914 0 - normal 1.024 256 

3 esxserver1 UNIX VM4 normal 1.200 0 0 normal -1 0 

4 esxserver1 UNIX VM5 normal 600 0 0 normal -1 0 

Table 2 
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The first statistics useful to monitor the performance of a VMware environment is the CPU 
utilization. In Table 3 you can find a sample report showing the CPU utilization hourly profile of 
the ESX Servers. 
  

    avg CPU/HOUR - 23-03-2007 

MACHINE MAX MEAN 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Esxserver1 60 29 30 46 45 50 53 60 53 46 45 35 35 

Esxserver2 30 14 15 23 23 25 27 30 26 23 23 17 17 

Esxserver3 75 36 38 58 56 63 66 75 66 57 57 43 43 

Esxserver4 37 18 19 29 28 31 33 37 33 28 28 22 22 

Esxserver5 94 45 47 72 70 78 83 94 82 71 71 54 54 

Table 3 

 
Table 4 shows the decomposition of Esxserver1 CPU usage by virtual systems. The last row 
(OVERHEAD) is not provided by the VirtualCenter but can be calculated as the difference between 
the total ESX server utilization (reported in Table 1) and the sum of the utilization of all the hosted 
virtual systems (in Table 2). 
 

    avg CPU/HOUR - 23-03-2007 

RESOURCE 

MACHINE POOL GUEST VM MAX MEAN 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM1 14 10,5 5 8 8 10 10 12 10 12 14 13 13 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM2 8 6,7 6 7 7 6 7 7 8 8 6 6 6 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM3 12 8,5 8 11 10 10 11 12 12 5 5 5 5 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM4 4 2,9 2 3 2 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM5 9 7,3 6 9 6 6 8 8 8 9 8 5 7 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM6 9 6,0 2 6 6 9 6 9 9 5 7 1 . 

Esxserver1 OVERHEAD   1,0 2,0 6,0 7,0 9,1 7,9 1,6 2,5 2,4 1,6 0,6 

Table 4 

 
The amount of overhead depends essentially on the number of virtual systems, virtual processors  
and on the  characteristics of workloads running in the ESX Server.  
 
Another important metric to monitor is memory utilization. Table 5 shows the percentage of the 
total memory assigned to each virtual system (guest) hosted in Esxserver1. 
 

    avg  Guest Memory/HOUR - 23-03-2007 

RESOURCE 

MACHINE POOL GUEST VM MAX MEAN 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM1 15 12,6 15 15 15 10 10 12 10 12 14 13 13 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM2 40 35,5 30 30 30 35 35 35 35 40 40 40 40 

Esxserver1 WINDOWS VM3 20 13,9 20 20 20 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM4 4 2,9 2 3 2 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM5 9 7,3 6 9 6 6 8 8 8 9 8 5 7 

Esxserver1 UNIX VM6 10 10,0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Table 5 
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The memory overhead depends on the following factors: 
 

� A fixed overhead due to service console and VMkernel. 
� An additional overhead per each virtual system 

 
Service console uses 272MB by default (but it’s customizable using the VIC) and VMkernel about  
50MB of memory.  
 
The additional memory overhead depends on:   
 

� The number of virtual CPUs  
� The amount of memory assigned to the virtual system  
� The addressing technology (32-bit or 64-bit).  

 
The additional overhead can be estimated using the information provided in Table 6: 
 

Virtual CPUs Memory (MB) Overhead for 
a 32-bit 
Virtual 

Machine (MB) 

Overhead for 
a 64-bit 
Virtual 

Machine (MB) 

1 8192 139 236 

1 16384 203 300 

2 1024 101 300 

2 8192 221 413 

2 16384 349 541 

4 1024 141 523 

4 8192 222 605 

4 16384 350 734 

Table 6 

 
To monitor disk storage utilization we can track for each HBA( Host Bus Adapter): 

� Percentage busy 
� The amount of transferred KBytes by LUN,  as shown in Table 7. 

 

    avg Kbytes sec/HOUR - 23-03-2007 

MACHINE HBA LUN NAME MAX MEAN 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

esxserver1 vmhba0 vmhba0:0:0 150 91 150 150 140 100 90 100 120 100 20 20 13 

esxserver1 vmhba0 vmhba0:1:0 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

esxserver1 vmhba0 vmhba0:2:0 20 14 20 20 20 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 

esxserver1 vmhba0 vmhba0:3:0 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 

Table 7 

 
Similar information can be obtained for the network devices connected to each ESX Server. 
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Table 8 shows the storage adapters configuration, included the total space available and total space 
allocated for each Datastore. 
 

  STORAGE ADAPTERS CONFIGURATION - 24-04-2007 

# SYSTEM HBA MODEL LUN 
LUN 

NAME 
CAPACITY 

(GB) 
DS 

NAME 
NR 

PARTITIONS 
ALLOCATED 

(GB) 
FREE 
(GB) 

1 esxserver1 vmhba0 
AAR-2410SA PCI 

SATA 4ch (Jaguar II) 0 vmhba0:0:0 186,26         

2 esxserver1 vmhba0 
AAR-2410SA PCI 

SATA 4ch (Jaguar II) 1 vmhba0:1:0 186,26         

3 esxserver1 vmhba0 
AAR-2410SA PCI 

SATA 4ch (Jaguar II) 2 vmhba0:2:0 186,26 storage1 4 69,5 32 

4 esxserver1 vmhba0 
AAR-2410SA PCI 

SATA 4ch (Jaguar II) 3 vmhba0:3:0 186,26 storage2 1 29,8 19,1 

Table 8 

 

6 Best practices 
 
Some simple best practices to follow when configuring your VMware environment are:  
 

� Don’t overload the ESX Server;  
� Configure only the needed virtual CPUs; 
� Don’t activate the SMP support if running single-thread dominating applications; 
� Dedicate the ESX Server to virtualization activities; don’t run unneeded activities on the 

service console; 
� Configure each virtual system memory in order to avoid or minimize virtual system paging 

activity; 
� Configure swap filesystems on high performance devices; 
� It is possible to assign to virtual systems more memory (in total) than the physical one; 

however this could cause ESX Server paging with consequent degradation of all the hosted 
virtual systems. 

 

7 Conclusions 
 
System virtualization in Intel based environments is an excellent strategy to reduce IT management 
and maintenance costs improving hardware resources usage. 
 
However measuring, monitoring, tuning and planning virtualized environments requires the 
utilization of specific tools running at the virtualization software layer. 
 
In this paper we discussed the VMware implementation, describing the available monitoring tools 
and metrics, and showing how to put in place a basic monitoring and reporting infrastructure. 
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Appendix A 
 
SELECT 
              [VPX_ENTITY].[NAME], 
              [VPX_ENTITY].[TYPE_ID], 
              [VPX_SAMPLE].[SAMPLE_TIME], 
              [VPX_STAT_DEF].[GROUP_NAME], 
              [VPX_STAT_DEF].[NAME] AS RES_NAME, 
              [VPX_STAT_DEF].[TYPE], 
              [VPX_STAT_DEF].[UNIT], 
              [VPX_STAT_DEF].[ROLLUP_TYPE], 
              CASE [VPX_STAT_DEF].[UNIT] 
                   WHEN 'percent' THEN ([VPX_HIST_STAT].[STAT_VALUE] * 0.01) 
                   ELSE [VPX_HIST_STAT].[STAT_VALUE] 
              END AS [STAT_VALUE], 
              [VPX_HIST_STAT].[DEVICE_ID], 
              [VPX_ENTITY].[ID] 
        INTO 
              WORK.USER.EPVSTATS 
        FROM 
              [VPX_ENTITY] [VPX_ENTITY] 
                    INNER JOIN [VPX_HIST_STAT] [VPX_HIST_STAT] 
            ON [VPX_ENTITY].[ID] = [VPX_HIST_STAT].[ENTITY_ID] 
                    INNER JOIN [VPX_STAT_DEF] [VPX_STAT_DEF] 
            ON [VPX_HIST_STAT].[STAT_ID] = [VPX_STAT_DEF].[ID] 
                    INNER JOIN [VPX_SAMPLE] [VPX_SAMPLE] 
                          ON [VPX_HIST_STAT].[SAMPLE_ID] = [VPX_SAMPLE].[ID] 
        WHERE 
               [VPX_STAT_DEF].[ROLLUP_TYPE] NOT LIKE '2' AND 
               [VPX_STAT_DEF].[ROLLUP_TYPE] NOT LIKE '1' AND 
               CONVERT(DATETIME, CAST(datepart(Yy,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(4))+'-'+ 
                                 CAST(datepart(Mm,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(2))+'-'+ 
                                 CAST(datepart(Dd,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(2))) >= '$RPTWKLS' 
               AND 
               CONVERT(DATETIME, CAST(datepart(Yy,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(4))+'-'+ 
                                 CAST(datepart(Mm,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(2))+'-'+ 
                                 CAST(datepart(Dd,sample_time) AS VARCHAR(2))) <= '$RPTWKLE' 
        ORDER BY 
       [VPX_SAMPLE].[SAMPLE_TIME] DESC" 


